The directionality of RuvAB-mediated branch migration: in vitro studies with three-armed junctions.
The Escherichia coli RuvA and RuvB proteins promote the branch migration of 4-way (Holliday) junctions during genetic recombination. The active complex is a tripartite structure in which RuvA protein is bound to the crossover and is sandwiched between two hexameric rings of RuvB. Branch migration requires ATP hydrolysis and occurs as the DNA passes through each RuvB ring. In this work, we have investigated the mechanism by which RuvAB catalyses the branch migration of a three-armed (Y) junction. Using synthetic DNA structures, we observed the formation of DNA products, a partial duplex DNA molecule and a single-stranded oligonucleotide, indicative of a branch migration reaction that occurred with unique polarity. Analysis of the RuvAB-junction complex by DNase footprinting showed that RuvA bound asymmetrically to the junction and targeted a single hexameric RuvB ring to one arm of DNA. Branch migration of a three-armed junction occurs in a unidirectional manner that is determined by the assembly of a single RuvB ring onto one arm of the DNA. The asymmetry of the complex and observed directionality of branch migration indicate that strand passage occurs as the DNA is pulled into the RuvB ring structure, a reaction likely to be coupled with DNA unwinding.